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the scrum framework is a common and flexible project management process that allows agile
teams to collaborate to plan, build, and test their software. for more information on the scrum
framework, see the agile software development with scrum book. one of the signatories to the

agile manifesto in 2001, he subsequently founded the agile alliance and scrum alliance. he
foundedscrum.org 2009 in order to execute on his mission of improving the profession of

software development. a 30-year veteran of the software development industry (from bottle
washer to boss), he has written four books about scrum:agile software development with

scrum,agile project management with scrum,the enterprise and scrum, andsoftware in 30 days.
the first day of a project sprint always goes with a bang. the bang is the creation of the sprint
backlog. this consists of all the user stories, features, and other items that we have agreed to

complete in a sprint. the sprint backlog is, in its simplest form, a list of user stories that describe
a specific action that a user will be able to perform with our software. agile scrum is a framework

for project management. it is designed to help teams of developers and product owners
collaborate and synchronize their efforts. the agile manifesto, principles behind the agile
manifesto, and the agile scrum framework are the three key elements of agile scrum. the

framework is a series of principles that teams follow during the course of a project. the principles
are applied in order to guide the project in an effective and efficient manner.
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this is the fifth in a series of blog posts
focusing on the scrum process from

the perspective of software developers.
this blog post focuses on the role of the
scrum team. as a scrum team, you are
in charge of the following; building the
product backlog building and testing

increments managing the sprint
backlog conducting the sprint reviews

conducting the sprint retrospective
assisting in the sprint planning meeting

conducting the daily scrum meeting
assisting in the iteration backlog this is

the fifth in a series of blog posts
focusing on the scrum process from

the perspective of software developers.
this blog post focuses on the role of the
product owner. as the product owner,
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you are in charge of the following;
assembling the product backlog

assembling the sprint backlog planning
the sprint planning the sprint
retrospective assembling the

increment assembling the iteration
backlog conducting the sprint reviews
conducting the sprint retrospective the
scrum framework is fairly simple being

made up of a team with three
accountabilities, who take part in five
events and produce three artifacts.
with scrum, important decisions are
based on the perceived state of the

three artifacts making their
transparency critical. artifacts that
have low transparency can lead to
decisions that diminish value and

increase risk. transparency enables
inspection and leads to greater trust

among the team and others within the
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organization. learn more about
professional scrum 5ec8ef588b
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